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"Uncle Arthur? Why are you here?" Angus and Roanne were both slightly surprised to see them here and went over to greet

Arthur.

"Well, I'm here to ask you about the Sun Pills," Arthur said hesitantly.

Ever since Yonas found out that the Sun Pills could enhance martial artists' power, he was determined to obtain one and even

went as far as to argue with his uncle over it.

He dragged Arthur over in the hope of obtaining a Sun Pill from Angus as soon as possible.

Yonas was worried that Angus would keep all the Sun Pills to himself and knew that Angus would not be able to do so if Arthur

interfered.

Arthur was always a just leader and was not as narrowminded as Yonas, nor did he think that Angus would selfishly keep all the

Sun Pills to himself.

However, since the Sun Pills could guarantee martial artists in the Semi-Almighty State to ascend to the Initial Almighty State,

Arthur was also eager to obtain the Sun Pills and agreed to come with Yonas to ask Angus for updates.

"Uncle Arthur, Roanne has already obtained the pill, but since the Sun Pills are made from a spiritual herb that contains light

energy, Mister Wolf only had one Sun Pill left," Angus explained.

"What?! There's only one Sun Pill?"

"That's not enough!"

Both Arthur and Yonas were shocked.

Yonas knew that Angus and Yuri needed the Sun Pill as well, and since there was only one Sun Pill, he knew that there was no

way for him to obtain one.

"Uncle, Cynthion Group is a company that sells alchemical pills. Even the Cleansing Pills were sold to a few people, so how can

there be just one Sun Pill? Are you keeping the rest to yourself?" Yonas questioned sarcastically.

He was worried that Angus would keep the Sun Pills to himself, and the fact that Angus claimed there was only one Sun Pill

confirmed his belief.

"I'm not keeping any Sun Pill to myself! Mister Wolf only has one Sun Pill left and he gave it to us!" Angus said in annoyance.

Though Yonas was not overly blunt, Angus could tell that Yonas was accusing him of keeping the pills from other members of the

family.

Since Yonas was his nephew by blood, Angus knew better than to get angry at what a junior said.

"Who knows?" Yonas scoffed at Angus's explanation.

Yonas's grandfather was the current leader of the family, so the influence of the second bloodline surpassed that of the first

bloodline.

There were a total of five elders in the family; three of the elders supported the second bloodline, while the other two supported

Angus and the first bloodline.

Though other members of the family supported the first bloodline as well, the first bloodline was clearly at a disadvantage.

Hence, Yonas assumed that Angus was keeping the Sun Pills for members of the first bloodline to strengthen his or Yuri's claim

to the position as the future leader as that seemed likely.
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